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Of course, the Judtian formula for
Europe—call it mass-Switzerlandiza-
tion—is not a plan for macht-politik.
Europe is, after all, just a rocky little
peninsula on the Eurasian landmass. So
maybe few will notice if it sidles off to the
second-tier seats of history. In this mellow
worldview, it is time for others, the new
unbounded hyperpowers, to make their
bids for world-historical hegemony. 

The Europeans may never again be
great, in the traditional metrics of impe-
rialism and militarism. But armed with a
few protective Euronukes of their own,
and some accumulated Eurowisdom,
the folks in Judt’s purview might yet find
their way of bicycling and recycling, of
bird watching and nature-loving. In that
land, amidst their post-industrial pas-
toralism, they can perhaps build a small
confederation of low-key, high value-
added tourist traps. 

It’s even possible that one of a united
Europe’s greatest champions, Pope
Benedict XVI, will see his prayers
answered. A revival of the Roman
Catholic Church on its home turf? It’s
hard to see such a revival today, when the
fastest-growing faith on the continent is
Islam. But if Europe acts to fend off al-
Europe—even as the predominant athe-
ists and secularists continue to promote,
by preaching and practice, negative pop-
ulation growth—it’s mathematically
inevitable that the meekly procreative
will inherit that earth. 

Such may not be the Euro-scenario
that Judt had in mind when he sat down
to write this enjoyable and enlighten-
ing book. But if the other scenarios at
hand mostly involve demographic des-
iccation, followed by Jihadistans on
the north shore of the Mediterranean,
then Judt might conclude that a
Europe further rediscovering its pre-
cious heritage is a pretty good topic for
his next book.
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painful and sometimes violent breakup
of the polyglot Russian and Yugoslav
empires, further noting the long good-
byes—some past, some ongoing—of
such multicultural combines as Czecho-
slovakia and Belgium. Indeed, other
countries, he suggests, including Spain,
Italy, and the United Kingdom, are at
risk of balkanization. 

On the demographic issue, inter-
twined as it is with concerns about
immigration and assimilation, Judt has
less to say—certainly less than needs to
be said, even in a book of more than 800
pages. Still, he identifies Muslim new-
comers as the turbines slicing through
placid European waters. Some will say
that his knee jerks left a little when he
asserts, “The transmigration of passions
and frustrations from persecuted Arabs
in Palestine to their angry dispirited
brethren in Paris should not have come
as a surprise—it was, after all, just
another legacy of empire.” In fact, he
notes too that Euro-immigration poli-
cies, like those of America, have long
been driven by cheap-labor-hungry busi-
nesses on the Right as well as by human-
rights fetishists on the Left. 

Is Judt’s hopeful vision for Europe
possible? Is an “irenic, pacific” conti-
nent even conceivable? Perhaps.
Europe didn’t come this far entirely by
accident. Its people may have their
troubles, but they have been problem-
solvers in the past. Maybe they will get
the message of the Mohammed-mock-
ing cartoon controversy and close their
door to the Middle East. Even better,
they could reopen it to Latin America.
Why not call back home, for example,
all those Argentines whose ancestors
left the Old World—mistakenly, as it
turned out—in hopes of a better life in
the New World? 

Meanwhile, the Europeans have
finally figured out how to keep them-
selves clear of most deliberate foreign
entanglements. They have given up their
colonies and their colonial ambitions—
except, of course, when offshore super-
powers talk them into futile neo-adven-
tures. But even those are modest and
destined to be of short duration. 
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Watching the
Detectives
B y  J a m e s  B o v a r d

JAMES RISEN’S State of War has
opened a Pandora’s Box for the Bush
administration that no amount of howl-
ing, scowling, or bogus terrorist-attack
warnings will be able to close. Risen’s
revelations on pervasive National Secu-
rity Agency warrantless spying on Amer-
icans shred the final pretenses to legal-
ity of the Bush administration. Now the
debate is simply whether, as Bush and
his supporters claim, the president is
effectively above the law and the Consti-
tution during a time of (perpetual) war.

Risen has been a national security
reporter for the New York Times for
many years. He was not one of the
Times reporters who simply recycled
hokum from the White House Iraq
Group. In October 2002, he wrote a
piece shooting down the Bush adminis-
tration’s claims that Mohammad Atta
had met an Iraqi intelligence agent in
Prague, one of the favorite neocon justi-
fications for attacking Iraq. 

Risen had the story on NSA wiretap-
ping before the 2004 election, but the
Times, under pressure from the admin-
istration, sat on the piece for at least 14
months. The paper’s timidity may have
awarded George W. Bush a second term
as president. After the Times finally pub-
lished Risen’s story in mid-December,
Bush seized upon the exposé to portray
himself as heroically rising above the
statute book to protect the American
people. The administration has been
boasting about its “terrorism surveil-
lance program” ever since. 

Bush announced that “the NSA pro-
gram is one that listens to a few num-
bers called from the outside of the
United States and of known al Qaeda or
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2002 testimony regarding FISA. Hayden
told Congressman Porter Goss—now
the Director of Central Intelligence—
that once a person enters the United
States, “that person would have protec-
tions as what the law defines as a U.S.
person. And I would have no authorities
to pursue it” outside of a court-author-
ized wiretap. But the NSA was vigor-
ously pursuing the calls and e-mails of
many people within the United States at
that time regardless of the law.

Perhaps because of his obedience in
carrying out warrantless wiretaps, Hay-
den was promoted by Bush in 2005 to be
the number-two intelligence official
within the federal government. If the
NSA wiretap scandal continues heating
up, Bush may be obliged to give Hayden
a presidential Medal of Freedom, as he
did to former CIA director George “Slam
Dunk” Tenet.

The subtitle of the book is “The Secret
History of the CIA and the Bush Admin-
istration,” and Risen provides many
insights into the perversion of that
agency’s intelligence and analysis in the
Bush era. Before the 2003 invasion, the
CIA swayed many Iraqi-Americans to
return to their homeland to pump rela-
tives who were scientists for informa-
tion on Saddam’s weapons programs.
When the bravehearts returned to the
U.S. and reported that the programs had
been shut down, the CIA buried their
reports, refusing even to forward the
information to senior Bush policymak-
ers. The CIA did express its gratitude to
Sawsan Alhaddad, a Cleveland doctor
who risked her life to ask her nuclear
scientist brother in Baghdad for infor-
mation, by giving her an American flag
that had purportedly flown over CIA
headquarters. 

Some CIA flops are due to the dumb-
ing down of its analyses. The popularity
of cable news networks pressures policy
makers to respond to endless transient
crises. Risen points out that some CIA
analysts learned that to get ahead, “they
had to master the trick of writing quick,
short reports that would grab the atten-
tion of top policy makers. CIA analysts
had become the classified equivalent of

affiliate people.” Except that the pro-
gram also listens to calls from inside the
United States to abroad. And, in some
cases, it has wiretapped calls exclu-
sively within the United States. No one
knows how flimsy the standard may be
that the administration is using for asso-
ciating people with terrorist suspects—
consumption of more than a pound of
hummus a week?

Risen revealed that the “NSA is now
eavesdropping on as many as five hun-
dred people at any given time” in the
United States. Bush’s “secret presiden-
tial order has given the NSA the freedom
to peruse ... the email of millions of
Americans.” The NSA’s program has
been christened the “J. Edgar Hoover
Memorial Vacuum Cleaner.”

In 1978, responding to scandals
involving political spying on Americans
in the name of counterespionage, Con-
gress passed the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act (FISA). The act prohib-
ited wiretapping of domestic phone
calls without a warrant. The special

FISA court, however, sets a much lower
standard for securing search warrants
than is required by other federal courts. 

The FISA court has approved almost
every one of the more than 17,000 search
warrant requests the feds have submit-
ted since 1978. Federal agencies can
even submit retroactive requests up to
72 hours after they begin surveilling
someone. The number of FISA-approved
wiretaps has doubled since 2001. Yet the
Bush administration whines that FISA
makes the U.S. government a helpless
giant against terrorists. 

Bush and Attorney General Alberto
Gonzales claim that the warrantless
wiretaps are based on Congress’s
authorization to use military force
against the people who attacked the
United States. But if that measure actu-
ally nullified all domestic limits on the
president’s power, then Americans have
been living under martial law since Sept.
18, 2001, when Congress passed the res-
olution. Bush and Gonzales also assert
that the president has inherent power to
tap phone calls, thanks to Article II of
the Constitution. This is the same “com-
mander-in-chief override” that Gonzales
invoked after the Abu Ghraib scandal to
justify the Bush administration ignoring
the federal Anti-Torture Act. 

The Founding Fathers, in the Fourth
Amendment of the Bill of Rights,
decreed that government searches must
be based on probable cause and
approved by a neutral magistrate. The
Bush wiretapping program is based
solely upon the president’s edict. Shift
supervisors at the National Security
Agency decide which Americans get
wiretapped. But a GS-13 civil servant is
not constitutionally on par with a fed-
eral judge. 

Risen is soft on Michael Hayden, the
former Air Force general who was NSA
chief when the illegal spying began
shortly after 9/11. Risen notes that Hay-
den “hosted off-the-record dinners for
the press at his home at Fort Meade.” He
does not recite the menu for the dinners,
but the fare seems to have paid off hand-
somely. Risen neglects to mention that
Hayden deceived Congress in Oct. 17,
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television reporters, rather than college
professors. The result was that fewer
analysts were taking the time to go back
and challenge basic assumptions.”

State of War provides excellent new
insights into how much evidence the
Bush administration and the CIA
scorned in building the case to attack
Iraq. Risen notes, “Israeli intelligence
played a hidden role in convincing Wol-
fowitz that he couldn’t trust the CIA,
according to a former senior Pentagon
colleague. Israeli intelligence officials
frequently traveled to Washington to
brief top American officials, but CIA
analysts were often skeptical of Israeli
intelligence reports, knowing that
Mossad had very strong—even transpar-
ent—biases about the Arab World.” But
nothing could undermine Mossad’s
credibility for neoconservatives like
Wolfowitz and Feith, determined to
believe anyone and anything that sancti-
fied attacking Saddam. 

The most compelling material in this
book, however, remains the exposure of
domestic intelligence abuses. The NSA
illegal surveillance uncovered by Risen
dwarfs the Patriot Act controversies.
Many Republicans have nonetheless
rushed to embrace and defend the Bush
administration’s warrantless spying.
Bush’s comments on his “terrorism sur-
veillance program” got a standing ova-
tion from GOP congressmen during his
State of the Union address. Republicans
are staking their honor on the Bush
administration’s honesty—on the asser-
tion that all the wiretaps were carefully
targeted to people linked to al-Qaeda
suspects. This is a reckless wager. If the
wiretaps were actually limited to calls to
and from al-Qaeda suspects, it would
have been easy as pie to get FISA war-
rants. 

It is naïve to believe that the feds will
behave properly once they are permit-
ted to violate the law. During J. Edgar
Hoover’s later years, the FBI carried out
more than 2,000 COINTELPRO opera-
tions to spy on Americans they disliked,
using the intelligence gathered to incite
street warfare between violent groups,
wreck marriages, portray innocent peo-

ple as government informants, sic the
IRS on citizens, and cripple or destroy
left-wing, black, communist, and other
organizations. Even the John Birch Soci-
ety was secretly targeted by the feds. If
the current rulers are using 1960s stan-
dards, practically any opponent of the
Bush administration could be targeted
for illegal surveillance. 

What other presidential orders have
been issued since 2001 that explicitly
exempt U.S. government agencies from
federal law and the Constitution? Bush
has surrounded himself with people
who continually assure him that his
power is absolute during wartime.
Newsweek reported that Steven Brad-
bury, head of the Justice Department’s
Office of Legal Counsel, recently
informed the Senate Intelligence Com-
mittee that Bush could order killings of
suspected terrorists within the U.S. Con-
sidering the administration’s dismal
record in identifying bona fide versus
bogus terrorists since 9/11, this license
to kill could wreak havoc on the nation’s
convenience stores and taxi companies. 

Some wearisome Washington plati-
tudes creep into State of War. Risen
declares, “Bush does deserve credit for
making the spread of democracy in the
Middle East a centerpiece of his agenda
for his second term.” But Bush deserves
no credit for recycling idealist rhetoric
while perpetuating policies that breed
hatred, violence, and chaos across a
large part of the globe. Risen judiciously
notes, “It sometimes seems as if the
Bush administration is fighting the
birthrate of the entire Arab world.”

Risen’s revelations are propelling con-
gressional and media investigations into
the NSA warrantless wiretapping. The
actual abuses will very likely prove to be
far more widespread and shocking than
what has been disclosed so far. Perhaps
the best epithet for Bush’s civil liberties
record is the saying of Lily Tomlin: “No
matter how cynical you become, it’s
never enough to keep up.”

James Bovard is author of the just pub-

lished Attention Deficit Democracy (St.

Martin’s/Palgrave) and 8 other books.

Bix Was 
the Best
B y  R a l p h  d e  T o l e d a n o

ASK ANY 10 jazz aficionados to name
the two greatest jazz trumpets, and your
answer will be immediate: Louis Arm-
strong and Bix Beiderbecke. Techni-
cally, are they correct? After his Chicago
years, Louis switched from cornet to the
more brilliant trumpet, but Bix stayed
with his beat-cornet. Louis learned the
basics of his instrument as a kid in a
New Orleans waifs’ home, moved up the
Mississippi to Chicago with King Olive,
and helped create the mainstream jazz
of its great middle period.

Bix came from the Iowa corn country
and a Germanic family. His mother was
a talented amateur pianist, and on his
father’s side there was a strong musical
tradition going back to the old country.
When he was big enough to reach the
keyboard of a piano, Bix began picking
out with one finger the classical music
he heard on the family Victrola. After his
death, it would be said that his style of
improvisation derived from this early
training, but this is a myth—and “In a
Mist,” the famous piano piece he wrote
towards the end of his life, bears only
the faintest taint of the “modernists” he
may or may not have ever heard.

The myths always sang around Bix.
Dorothy Baker’s 1938 novel Young Man

With a Horn, presumably based on his
life, made good reading for its celebra-
tion of jazz, but it was all fiction, even to
the “explanation” that Bix began drink-
ing heavily to alleviate the pain of having
a beer bottle shoved into him by the
mobsters who ran most of the night-
clubs. The only truly evocative pieces
about him were those by Otis Ferguson,
who wrote perceptively about jazz for
The New Republic, and Jack Teagarden,
one of the greats of jazzmen who
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